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ABSTRACT

The aging population and increased number of individuals with motor
dysfunction pose significant challenges to the workforce. This situation
is further exacerbated by a declining working-age population, which
has resulted in labor shortages. A potential remedy to these issues
lies in the employment of wearable robots. As a form of human-robot
collaboration, these devices can augment motor capabilities and offer
assistance with various motor functions. To this end, this paper presents
a systematic review of the current research status of wearable robots,
focusing on the applications of Supernumerary Robotic Limbs (SRL)
and exoskeletons for task assistance and motor function restoration in
the field of industrial and rehabilitation, respectively. The paper also
deliberates on the research trends, challenges, and prospective directions
of human-robot interaction and control strategies regarding wearable
robots.
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1 Introduction

The working-age population is experiencing a significant decline in size and
proportion, leading to a severe labor shortage in recent years. Compounded by
an increase in the aging and empty nesting population, and a rise in people with
lower limb motor dysfunction, the care and nursing needs for these individuals
have become increasingly critical [110]. The combination of labor shortages
and an aging population necessitate substantial enhancements in human work
and mobility assistance. The progressive maturity of robotics technology offers
a solution to these issues. Industrial robots are gradually being deployed on
factory front lines to alleviate some labor constraints, while nursing robots are
emerging to enhance the quality of life for the elderly and alleviate some of
the stress associated with caregiving.

In an effort to fully harness the unique strengths of both humans and
robots, a Human-Robot Collaboration (HRC) mode has been initiated. This
technique encourages humans and robots to work together to accomplish
shared tasks within the same space. The tasks that can be undertaken within
this collaboration are generally categorized into two broad areas: enhancing
motor capabilities and assisting with motor functions. Wearable robots, which
have been extensively researched, are a primary example of a human-robot
collaborative devices. These robots can be broadly divided into two categories,
namely Supernumerary Robotic Limbs (SRL) and exoskeletons, based on
their degree of motor coupling. An SRL is a wearable robot designed to
augment, repair or extend human operational capabilities by acting as an
additional limb [74]. It can replace, compensate for, or work in conjunction
with a non-functioning limb. On the other hand, an exoskeleton is a type
of wearable robot chiefly used to offer lower limb mobility assistance or to
facilitate upper limb rehabilitation training. A key distinction between an SRL
and an exoskeleton lies in their interaction with human joints. While an SRL
does not need to be closely linked with human joints to maintain movement
consistency and enhance limb strength, it can operate independently of human
joints and move freely to complete tasks. The exoskeleton, a typical example
of a human-in-the-loop complex human-robot hybrid system, provides support
and protection to the wearer while also assisting with medical rehabilitation
and daily life activities, thereby enhancing the wearer’s motor function.

In this paper, we present an overview of the current research trends in the
field of wearable robotics, focusing on the applications of SRL and exoskeletons
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for assistance in mobility and rehabilitation. In Section 2, we delve into the
system design of these two representative types of wearable robots, categorizing
them based on their wear locations or target extremities. Section 3 explores the
human-robot interaction and control strategies implemented in these wearable
robots with comparative analysis. Section 5 outlines several primary research
directions and challenges in wearable robots. A conclusion is given in Section 6.

The contributions of the paper are summarized as follows:

• This paper reviews the advances in the system design, human-robot
interaction and control strategy pertaining to the two representative
wearable robots utilized for assistance and rehabilitation purposes.

• The paper discusses some open research challenges concerning the system
design and human-robot collaboration in the context wearable robots.

• This review can serve as a preliminary reference for researchers, propelling
further development and investigation of diverse control methods for
different applications of wearable robots.

2 System Design

2.1 Supernumerary Robotic Limbs

The exploration of augmenting and improving the human body’s motor func-
tions has been a focal point in both academic and industrial research. While
the application of robotics can undeniably alleviate the load of human tasks,
it remains a distinct entity from the human body, failing to truly enhance
our physical capabilities. The rubber hand illusion experiment revealed a
phenomenon of self-attribution, leading researchers to theorize that if a robotic
limb was designed to closely mimic a human one, the human body might
“mistakenly” perceive it as its own [105]. This convergence of human-robot
interaction and control strategies could potentially extend the human body in
a conventional sense, achieving the integration and unification of mechanical
limbs with the human body. To validate this hypothesis, several countries
and research institutions have initiated related studies. Asada et al., since
2012, have been focusing on the development of Supernumerary Robotic Arms
(SRA) [74], Supernumerary Robotic Legs (SRLG) [75], and Supernumerary
Robotic Fingers (SRF) [55], with their systematic studies yielding numerous
valuable insights. Other institutions, such as the University of Siena [82], Keio
University [95], Cornell University [106], the University of Montpellier [23]
and Harbin Institute of Technology [117], have also embarked on novel re-
search into additional limbs, propelling the continuous advancement of external
limb robots within the realm of intelligent manufacturing and human-robot
interaction.
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2.1.1 Supernumerary Robotic Arms (SRA)

The SRA is bionically engineered, taking inspiration from the human upper
limb, to achieve limb coordination. It is designed to replicate as many motor
functions as possible, such as flexion, extension, retraction, rotation, and
circular rotation of shoulder, elbow, and wrist joints. In a simplified model
of the human upper limb, its kinematic characteristics are summarized as
having seven degrees-of-freedom (DoF) [66]. This allows it to reach the target
position through multiple trajectories. To closely mimic the kinematics of the
human upper limb, the ideal SRA should also possess seven DoF in movement.
However, such high DoF not only suggest more complex control strategies but
also increase the design complexity and weight of the overall mechanism.

Parietti and his colleagues [7, 25, 74, 76] innovated a series of SRLs for
industrial and daily support purposes. These robots, equipped with two robotic
arms offering three (or five) DoF and anchored at the waist, are capable of
performing tasks such as object manipulation, workpiece fixation, tool gripping,
assembly work, and door opening. The SRL can alternate between various
modes to adapt to different upper limb tasks. Besides, it can function as an
extra leg, providing support and stability in various postures. Moreover, it can
also serve in a hybrid mode with both arm and leg, facilitating upper limb work
while simultaneously assisting in worker support. Vatsal and Hoffman [106]
developed a lightweight SRL robot with five DoF, attached via strapping
on the forearm to extend the work space. In comparison, Sasaki and his
colleagues [23, 94, 95] designed an SRL robot with dual arms, each of which
possessed six DoF, allowing for dynamic movement in space. This SRL system
incorporates a variety of user interfaces to enable three distinct operational
modes: passive assist, power assist, and playback modes. Zhang et al. [116]
engineered a reconfigurable SRL with differentially actuated joints, endowing
the system with an expansive workspace, enhanced support performance, and
the capacity to handle a wide range of tasks in conjunction with wearers.

Other scholars and research institutions have also explored the SRA tech-
nology, examining various aspects such as structural design, wearing position,
motion flexibility and applications. Table 1 presents a comprehensive review
of the common SRA used in industry and daily life. These are predominantly
worn on the shoulder, back, and waist that offer greater freedom of movement,
thus enhancing the operational range and the ability to reach objects. The
drive system is typically categorized into three types: motor-driven, hydraulic-
driven, and pneumatic-driven, with the majority employing a motor-driven
design to ensure precise object manipulation. Through component optimiza-
tion and task simplification, contemporary SRA generally offer four to five DoF.
Aside from the popular multi-DoF articulated mechanism design achieved
through rigid linkage with articulated motors, there is a growing interest in
SRA featuring flexible fabric designs. This innovation aims to increase the
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Table 1: Summary of SRA.

Authors Wear Location Driving Mode Structure Features

[62, 63, 74] Back Electric motors Dual 3-DoF limbs Assist with tasks such as body
mounting, etc.

[72, 76] Back Electric motors Dual 4-DoF limbs Assist with guided assembly in air-
craft manufacturing.

[23, 94, 95] Back Electric motors Dual 7-DoF limbs Assist with daily activities, auxiliary
welding and other tasks

[106] Forearm Electric motors Single 5-DoF limb Assist with tasks such as grabing and
stabilizing objects

[7] Shoulder Electric motors Dual 5-DoF limbs Assist worker in overhead tasks
[25] Wrist Electric motors 3-DoF limb with soft hand

gripper
Helps open doors when both hands
are occupied

[116] Back Electric motors with
cable-driven

Dual 3- or 5-DoF limb Reconfiguable configuration for ob-
ject support and delicate manipula-
tion

[47, 48] Wrist Electric motors with
passive joints

Single 4-DoF limb Panel fixing during ceiling or light
fixture installation tasks

[42] Shoulder Electric motors Single 4-DoF limb Assist drummer with instrument ma-
nipulation

[8] Shoulder Electric motors 3-DoF limb with grapper Assist with overhead assembly tasks
[88, 89] Portable Electric motors Single 25-DoF limb 3D printed snake-like waist-worn

robots with multiple types of feed-
back

[107] Wrist MR-Hydrostatic
actuators

Single 2-DoF Stabilize object with force tracking

[113] Back Electric motors Dual 5-DoF limb Assisting with holding, weight bear-
ing, etc.

[67] Back Electric motors Dual 3-DoF limbs Assist with motor skill acquisition
[77, 78] Not attached Electric motors Single 5-DoF limb Multitasks with BMI control
[60] Not attached Pneumatic Fabric-based soft limb Assist in grasping objects
[71] Back Pneumatic Fabric-based soft limb Assist in grasping objects

wearable robot’s safety and enhance task execution flexibility. Figure 1 shows
some typical SRA robots.

2.1.2 Supernumerary Robotic Legs (SRLG)

The SRLG is a bionic design inspired by the human lower limb, enabling it
to mimic the flexion, extension, retraction, rotation and circular rotation of
the human hip, knee, and ankle joints. This is to replicate the movement
functionality of the lower limb. In terms of the human lower limb kinematic
description, the model comprises three DoF for the hip joint, one for the
knee joint, and one for the ankle joint [2]. However, contemporary SRLG
robots simplify the joint DoF so that each joint retains a maximum of just one
DoF. This simplification reduces the complexity of high-level control but may
also limit the ability to perform complex tasks. Currently, there isn’t much
variation in the structural design of SRLG. The primary research focus is on
further optimization in the underlying key areas: scenario adaptability, wearing
position, and the driving method, as well as the type and DoF arrangement.
Figure 2 shows some typical SRLG robots.

Table 2 presents a selection of commonly studied SRLG. Similar to human
physiology, these legs are robust and sturdy, designed for supporting and
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Figure 1: Different kinds of SRA. (a) A dual arm SRL for holding objects, lifting weights
and streamlining the execution of a task [63]; (b)A SRL with “bracing” technique to suppress
the human-induced disturbances [74]; (c) A wearable robot arm named Assist Oriented
Arm (AOA) for accurate fingertip manipulation [47]; (d) A reconfigurable robot arm named
AstroLimbs for extravehicular activities assistance [117]; (e) SRL prototype worn on the
shoulders aiding the human worker in overhead tasks [7]; (f) SRL with wearable sensors
monitoring workers actions [62]; (g) A 3rd arm platform built for the evaluation of the
user satisfactory under the vibration-control method [42]; (h) A lightweight SRL as a
collaborative tool for various applications [106]; (i) A new type of Granular Jamming
Gripper (GJG) that can grasp diverse objects from an arbitrary direction is installed on the
SRL [8]; (j) A multipurpose SRL called Orochi for daily assistance [88]; (k) A lightweight and
force-controllable SRL using magnetorheological (MR) clutches [107]; (l) A reconfigurable,
lightweight, and compact SRL for the wearers in industrial fields [116]; (m) A wearable SRL
with dual arm for various tasks [113]; (n) A dual arm SRL (MetaLimbs) using artificial
limbs substitution metamorphosis to acheive better human-robot interactions [95]; (o) A
3rd arm equipped with VR for haptic feedback [89]; (p) A lightweight SRL with passive
actuators for various assistance scenarios [48].

maintaining an upright posture, bearing weight, and assisting in walking. As
listed in the table, most SRLGs can provide additional support positions due
to their extensive range of motion, thereby enhancing the stability of the
user’s posture. Equipped with two rotational joints and one linear joint, they
can counterbalance the forces exerted on the human body during standing or
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Figure 2: Different kinds of SRLG. (a) An SRL wearing around the waist used for body
support [73]; (b) An extra robotic legs (XRL) system consisting of two articulated robotic
legs is built to assist the operator in carrying a heavy payload [21]; (c) An XRL system
assists the human in a natural walking with low self-weight [28]; (d) A supernumerary leg
powered by delocalized magnetorheological clutches to assist walking with three different
gaits [41]; (e) SRL with two legs to support the wearer while performing bi-manual tasks in
the near-ground position [50]; (f) A lightweight SRL with the assistive control strategy to
support the wearer during sitting and standing motions [103].

Table 2: Summary of SRLG.

Authors Wear Location Driving Mode Structure Features

[73, 75] Back Electric motors Dual 3-DoF limbs Support and stabilize the body while
performing tasks

[21] Back Electric motors Dual 3-DoF limbs Provide support of various positions in
hazardous environments

[28] Back Electric motors Dual 3-DoF limb Reconfigurable configuration for object
support and manipulation

[41] Wrist MR-Hydrostatic actuators Single 2-DoF limb Assist with walking with less effort
[50] Back Electric motors Dual 3-DoF limbs Support wearer in a crawling-like

position for near-ground tasks
[103] Back Electric motors and pneu-

matic cylinders
Dual 3-DoF limbs Provide assistive torque for sit-to-stand

movements

walking. In terms of task execution, these legs can be utilized for both static
and dynamic tasks. For static tasks such as fixed position operations, the
SRLG help bear a portion of the user’s weight, reducing the physical strain on
the user. For dynamic tasks they offer steady cyclical support during walking,
thereby enhancing the mobility and reducing fatigue.
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2.2 Exoskeleton

The wearable exoskeleton robot represents a novel field in robotics, which has
gained significant attention in recent years. Rehabilitation exoskeletons are a
prime example, showcasing the potential for collaborative interaction between
the robot and the patient. These robots are designed to assist in the rehabilita-
tion assessment and training of patients with various sensorimotor or cognitive
impairments, partially or fully substituting traditional rehabilitation therapy.
The goal of this robotic therapy is to promote patients’ functional recovery
through motor rehabilitation. Given that the rehabilitation training primarily
targets the upper and lower extremities [9, 84], rehabilitation exoskeletons
have become a focal point of research and application recently.

The human body is a remarkably complex structural system. Misalignment
between the joint movements of exoskeletons and the kinematic characteristics
of human joints could compromise the effectiveness of rehabilitative training,
potentially leading to patient harm. Therefore, the design of these robots must
fulfill not only mechanical design requirements but also the specifications for
medical devices, including safety, motion functionality, structure, rehabilitation
effect, and comfort. As a complex human-machine system, current wearable
exoskeletons struggle with issues like limited freedom of movement, excessive
weight, and poor human-machine interaction. However, with the ongoing
advancement in robotics, an increasing number of institutions are researching
into wearable robots that offer multi-DoF, multi-drive mode, lightweight, and
intelligent designs with superior ergonomics [90].

2.2.1 Upper Limb Exoskeleton

The upper limb rehabilitation system is a form of medical robot that assists
patients in exercising their upper limbs, such as the shoulder, elbow, and hand.
By facilitating certain training strategies, the system is capable of enhancing
the strength of the patient’s muscle movements and increasing the flexibility of
upper limb joints [6]. Numerous rehabilitation robots have been developed to
facilitate upper limb rehabilitation in recent years. Mechanically, these robotic
devices can be divided into two categories: end-effector type robots (e.g., MIT
Manus, GENTLE/s, ACRE, NeReBot, CRAMER, MACARM, ReoGo) and
exoskeleton-based robots (e.g., ARMin, CADEN-7, Pneu-WREX) [84]. Some
representative upper limb exoskeleton for rehabilitation training is shown in
Figure 3.

End-effector type robots use their end effectors, usually a handle, to guide
the movement of one or multiple joints in the patient’s upper limbs. The
simplicity of this configuration makes the robot easy to control. However, due
to its limited rotational movement, it cannot fully replicate the versatility of
the human arm [52]. On the other hand, exoskeleton-based robots allow the
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Figure 3: Different kinds of upper limb rehabilitation exoskeleton. (a) An upper limb
training exoskeleton called T-WREX with passive training mode to provide support against
gravity [33]; (b) An actuated upper limb rehabilitation robot called ARMin V with seven
DoF to compensate the arm length difference and adapt to patient’s anthropometry [38];
(c) A versatile upper limb rehabilitation exsokeleton called ANYexo with low-impedance
torque controller for robust interaction force control [120]; (d) An upper limb exoskeleton for
rehabilitation called Harmony with force and impedance controllability [44]; (e) A dual-arm
rehabilitation exoskeleton named EXO-UL8 with passive and AAN modes [96]; (f) A 3-DoF
lightweight upper limb rehabilitation exoskeleton named BONES [46]; (g) A pneumatically
actuated upper limb rehabilitation exoskeleton called Pneu-WREX with force control [109];
(h) A 6-DoF upper limb exoskelton with a collaboration strategy that integrats affected
and healthy limbs [12]; (i) A bamboo-inspired upper limb exoskelton named BiEXO with
cable-driven mechanisms [114].

patient to wear them. The alignment of the robot axes with the anatomical
axes of the wearer passively controls the patient’s joint movement, and these
robots have been successfully applied to upper extremity rehabilitation [12].
A selection of highlight studies on upper limb rehabilitation exoskeletons are
listed in Table 3.

2.2.2 Lower Limb Exoskeleton

Lower limb rehabilitation exoskeleton robots, a prominent type of rehabilitation
robots, are designed to be worn and can regulate the motion of all joints
during rehabilitation sessions. The study of these lower limb rehabilitation
exoskeleton robots dates back to the 1960s. However, early models did not
meet expectations due to technological limitations, but they paved the way
for future research. In the past few decades, following the clinical application
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Table 3: Summary of upper limb rehabilitation exoskeletons.

Authors Driving Mode Structure Features

[38] Electric motors 7-DoF An actuated exoskeleton to adapt to anthropometry in
passive, impedance and teach modes

[120] Electric motors 6-DoF A versatile exsokeleton called with low-impedance torque
controller in active mode

[44] Electric motors Dual 6-DoF A compliant exoskeleton with natural coordinated motion
on shoulder in active mode

[31] Pneumatic muscles 5-DoF Rotation and the length for each segment are adjustable
with passive and assistive modes

[49, 91] Electric motors 1-DoF Single-joint wearable robot with well-synchronized active
elbow motion detection and enhancement

[79] Electric motors 6-DoF Equip with compliant cable trasmission to guide the pa-
tient’s limb following in passive, assistive and AAN modes

[51] Electric motors 3-DoF A portable cable-driven motion device that provides sym-
metric bilateral movements in mirror-image mode

[56] Electric motors Multi-DoF A compliant, lightweight soft exoskeleton that conforms to
the body with mirror-image mode

[104] Pneumatic muscles 5-DoF Assist patients to do daily activities by motion replication
function in passive mode

[100] Pneumatic muscles 1-DoF A power-assist exoskeleton controlled by motion intention
with neurological signal in active mode

[53] Hydraulic 10-DoF A light wearable robotic hand/arm system driven by hy-
draulic system in passive mode

[16] Electric motors 1-DoF A soft exoskeleton with bowden cable-driven system in active
mode

[87] Electric motors 7-DoF A powered exoskeleton with single- or multi-joints assistive
strategy in passive mode

of Lokomat [15], the focus on lower limb rehabilitation exoskeleton robots has
noticeably increased, transforming them into a significant area of research.
In recent years, numerous businesses and research institutions have made
significant advancements in the theory and application of these robots.

The exoskeletons can be roughly classified into two categories: commercial
exoskeletons and research exoskeletons. Examples of the commercial rehabili-
tation robots include eLEGS (Exoskeleton Lower limb Gait System) [1], HAL
(Hybrid Assistive Limb) [91], ReWalk [18], MINDWALKER [108], Indego [101],
and AIDER [121]. Most of the commercial ones have recognizable clearances,
like FDA, CE or CFDA. These robots are designed to support real-world
mobility and can be used in a variety of environments [98]. The rest of the
research exoskeletons in universities or research centers with sophisticated
technology are developed for the validation of various advanced methods, like
gait planning, human-machine interaction methods. While advances have
been made in designing the lower limb exoskeleton robots for walking assis-
tance with anthropomorphic rigid structures, several challenges remain. The
individual elements of design-specific mechanism, DoF configuration, drive
mode, and controller integration—all contribute to the overall parameters
of the exoskeleton system such as weight, size, drive capability, and motion
function. Balancing these parameters to ensure the exoskeleton robot meets
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Figure 4: Different kinds of lower limb rehabilitation exoskeleton. (a) A lower limb powered
exoskeleton named ReWalk with independently controlled bilaterial hip and knee joint
motors [18]; (b) The HANK exoskeleton with compact ankle, knee and hip actuators for
motor restoration of stroke patient [20]; (c) The Hybrid Assistive Lims (HAL) to enhance and
upgrade the human capabilities [91]; (d) An efficient walking-assist lower limb exsokeleton
called eLEGS for spinal injury patients [1]; (e) A powered lower limb wearable exoskeleton
called MINDWALKER with active control for assisted walking [108]; (f) A walking assistance
lower limb exsokeleton called AIDER with adaptive gait planning for paraplegic patients [121];
(g) A new portable exoskeleton called Marsi Active Knee (MAK) for gait rehabilitation in
patients with neurological disorders [83].

user’s functional requirements while also achieving high system integration,
lightness, and reliability is a delicate task. For instance, a highly integrated
system might increase the weight of the exoskeleton, which in turn might
compromise its lightness or the user’s comfort. Similarly, prioritizing reliability
might limit the system’s drive capability or motion function. Thus, various
researchers dedicate to developing prototypes that are user-friendly and effi-
cient but also lightweight, reliable, and highly integrated remains a significant
challenge. This necessitates an innovative approach in the mechanical design
and optimization that balances between these competing requirements [80].
Figure 4 provides some representative lower limb exoskeletons. A selection
of highlight studied on lower limb rehabilitation exoskeletons are listed in
Table 4.

2.3 System Design Comparison

Both SRL and exoskeleton are two distinct types of wearable robots that have
some similarities but also have different characteristics and are designed for
different scenarios. One common feature of both SRL and exoskeleton is that
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Table 4: Summary of lower limb rehabilitation exoskeletons.

Authors Driving Mode Structure Features

[91] Electric motors 3-DoF A powered exsokeleton with EMG-based feedback in active
mode

[1] Electric motors 3-DoF A powered exoskeleton with finite state machine to deter-
mine movement in passive mode

[18] Electric motors 2-DoF Assist with walking by actuating hip and knee joints in
passive mode

[108] SEA 5-DoF An assist walking exoskeleton with finite state machine in
active control

[121] Electric motors 2-DoF A walking assistance exsokeleton with adaptive gait planning
in passive mode

[20] Electric motors 3-DoF Adjustable guidance force for stroke patient in active mode
[83] Electric motors 1-DoF A portable lower limb device with one active degree of

freedom for knee joint assistance in gait rehabilitation

they are wearable, meaning they can be attached or integrated onto the human
body to seamlessly interact between the robot and the user, enhancing human
capabilities or aid in rehabilitation.

However, they differ in terms of their kinematics with respect to the human
body. SRLs are independent of the kinematics of the human body. Unlike
exoskeletons that rely on mimicking the movements of the human body, SRLs
have the ability to compensate for motion defects that may not naturally
exist in the human body. This independence enables SRLs to adapt to a wide
range of situations and assist users in performing tasks that would otherwise
be difficult or impossible. On the other hand, exoskeletons often adopt an
isomorphic design to resemble all DoF of the extremities so that all motions
can be trained during rehabilitation. In summary, SRLs are typically compact
and lightweight, making them ideal for the industry. Exoskeletons, on the
other hand, are more robust and substantial, designed to support or restore
physical functions in people with disabilities or hemiplegia.

In terms of applications, wearable robots can be broadly classified into
two main categories based on the support they provide to the extremities of
the body. Specifically, SRLs can be subdivided into SRA, which is designed
for versatile upper limb grasping or holding, and SRLG, which primarily
provides unique body support for the wearer. Meanwhile, exoskeletons can be
categorized into upper limb and lower limb ones, contingent upon the targeted
rehabilitation joints.

The design process of the wearable system can be segmented into four
primary stages: task allocation, ontological design coupled with DoF assign-
ment, determination of wear location and driving mode, and sensor selection.
Figure 5 illustrates the flowchart of the system design for the two previously
mentioned wearable robots, i.e., SRLs and exoskeletons.

The system design commences with task allocation. SRLs are predom-
inantly employed to augment the capabilities of human wearers, whereas
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Figure 5: Flowchart of system design of SRLs and exoskeletons.

exoskeletons are primarily utilized to facilitate walking for individuals with dis-
abilities or to restore motor functions for hemiplegia patients. The subsequent
stage involves ontological design and DoF assignment. The system’s DoF
should be carefully determined according to the assigned task by examining
the necessary DoF, while maintaining the system’s lightweight nature through
the selection of active and passive joints. Given that the upper limb offers
more versatility than the lower limb, both robots have a wider range of options
when it comes to the assignment of DoF for upper limb activities. The next
stage involves identifying the wear location and the driving mode. Direct
electric motors, favored for their high power density ratio, are frequently used
in wearable robots. Nonetheless, some alternative drive systems like pneumatic
and hydraulic are also seen in some designs of both types. In the final stage, the
appropriate sensors are selected to record data that will be integrated into the
control loop as feedback. As devices that enhance functionality, SRLs typically
utilize IMUs and force sensors. These sensors allow the determination of the
current posture of human wearers and the reaction force between the wearer
and the environment. Similarly, these two types of sensors are commonly used
in exoskeletons for rehabilitation purposes, enabling the tracking of human
motion and interactions with the environment. Additionally, physiological
feedback signals like electromyography (EMG) and electroencephalography
(EEG) are also employed as non-invasive and convenient methods for machine
interface applications.

In conclusion, the design process of wearable systems such as SRLs and
exoskeletons is a complex and multifaceted procedure involving three main
stages. This process highlights the importance of careful planning and design
of effective and efficient wearable robotic systems.
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3 Human-Machine Interaction

In order to achieve harmonious cooperation between humans and wearable
robots, effective control methods and strategies are crucial. The perceptual
interaction capability between humans and these robots lays the foundation for
the implementation of control strategies during collaboration. In this section,
the human-machine interaction of two representative wearable robots will be
examined in detail.

3.1 Supernumerary Robotic Limbs

Through the interaction between humans and robots, we can improve the
strengths of both to enhance task allocation and coordination, resulting in
increased productivity and reduced human stress and workload. The pliabil-
ity, wearability, human-like attributes, and close contact with humans that
SRLs offer, open up new needs and possibilities for human-robot interaction.
Human-machine interaction includes the entire communication channel be-
tween humans and machines, encompassing the information sender, receiver,
and carrier. The SRL robot, as an auxiliary limb of the human body, is typi-
cally the receiver. However, in practice, information interaction is often acted
in a two-way fashion. As human-machine interaction technology continues
to evolve, SRL robots are finding more and more applications. Presently,
research primarily focuses on somatosensory interaction and the emerging field
of virtual reality interaction.

Somatosensory interaction translates physical body movements into signals
that SRLs can interpret. The process primarily depends on a variety of
sensors to collect physical parameters of limb movements, visual images, and
sounds. These data are then used to create a model to facilitate somatosensory
interaction. Vatsal et al. [106] and Liang et al. [60] have employed voice
commands to directly control external limbs. While this method is convenient
and precise, it increases the cognitive load on the human body. It’s also
less effective in noisy industrial environments. Other works, such as Treeres
et al. [103] and Penaloza et al. [78], have used visual data to measure human
joint angles for interpretation. However, this method has environmental
limitations and requires human cooperation, making it less user-friendly. Some
researchers, like Parietti et al. [75], Khodambashi et al. [42], Bright and
Asada [8], Kojima et al. [47] and Khazoom et al. [41], have used somatosensory
interaction to obtain data on movement parameters like acceleration, bend
angle, and posture. Others, like Penaloza and Nishio [77], Nguyen et al. [71]
and Guggenheim et al. [25], have used bioelectrical signals to discern a person’s
current intention via pattern features for interaction. Besides, Al-Sada et al. [88,
89] incorporated haptic feedback into augmented virtual reality, providing a
more immersive environment to study and verify users’ impressions of external
limb interaction feedback.
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3.2 Exoskeleton

Human-robot interaction technology forms the crux of rehabilitation robots.
Its primary aim is to equip the robot with the ability to interact with patients,
thereby perceiving, understanding, learning, and responding to environmental
information during the interaction. This technology paves the way for machine
transparency and intelligent human-robot interaction [111]. A significant
challenge in stroke rehabilitation is enabling mutual understanding between
the rehabilitation robot and the patient’s intentions under uncertain conditions
and facilitating reciprocal feedback.

The interaction can be bifurcated into two categories: physical and cognitive
human-robot interaction. Physical Human-Robot Interaction (pHRI) involves
a human and a robot exchanging energy through direct physical contact to
jointly accomplish tasks in a rehabilitation robot application. This interaction
primarily utilizes sensors to gather the current motion state of the patient’s
limb joints and feeds it back to the control unit to establish a corresponding
closed-loop control system. The primary detectable physical interaction signals
include position angle signals and tactile signals [13, 37, 68]. Cognitive Human-
Robot Interaction (cHRI) focuses on the study of representations and actions
that allow robots to participate in joint human activities. It aims to understand
human expectations and cognitive responses to robot actions more deeply
and establish joint activity models and task assignments for human-robot
interaction. In cHRI, the rehabilitation robot captures physiological electrical
signals from the patient and performs feature extraction and classification of
the signals to identify the patient’s movement intention [14]. This movement
intention then forms the basis for designing the controller to propel the patient’s
limbs for rehabilitation training. The main physiological feedback signals used
in rehabilitation robots are EMG [5, 59] and EEG [86].

Human-machine collaboration is a newly emerged control scheme that aims
to enhance the transparency and trust between humans and machines. This is
achieved through the establishment of mutual understanding models, which
allow for efficient, precise, and safe collaborative decision-making and task
collaboration in complex tasks [36]. It acknowledges the unique characteristics
of both human and machine intelligence.

In the context of a rehabilitation exoskeleton robot, the machine needs to
control its movements based on the patient’s intent. Similar to the SRL, there
are two main modes of human-robot collaboration: master-slave mode and
co-learning mode. In the master-slave mode, the patient plans the movement
and assigns the task, while the exoskeleton executes the movement task.
The exoskeleton serves as a compensatory or augmentative device for the
patient’s movements. In the co-learning mode, both human and machine
work together in executing the motor task. The exoskeleton compensates
for any control errors caused by the patient’s movement while encouraging
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maximum participation from the patient. As the patient’s motor ability
improves, the exoskeleton reduces its intervention, allowing the patient to
independently complete rehabilitation training tasks. This way, the patient
progresses towards achieving motor learning and functional rehabilitation goals.
Apart from these, various human-machine control collaboration approaches
are employed for rehabilitation robots including impedance control [118],
admittance control [69, 97], force-position hybrid control [4], and Assist-As-
Needed (AAN) collaborative control [22, 58, 115].

4 Control Strategy

4.1 Supernumerary Robotic Limbs

Diverse interaction methods allow for continual optimization of the control of
SRL robots. The conventional control schemes, like position control, speed
control and torque control are still applicable. However, considering user
comfort, admittance control and impedance control are developed to balance
the position and force. Leigh et al. [54] have categorized the upper layer control
methods based on the varying degrees of autonomy in SRL control into direct
control, pseudo-mapping control, auxiliary control, and shared control. In a
different approach, Tong and Liu [102] classified these methods into mapping
control, myoelectric signal control, and brain-computer interface control, based
on the complexity of external limb control. Based on the relationship between
humans and SRL robots, the control methodology can be categorized into
demonstration control, master-slave control, and collaborative control.

4.1.1 Demonstration Control

Demonstration control in robotics involves a teaching phase, where the robot
is set to move freely without resisting any external forces. During this phase,
the robot records the movements made by a human operator, storing them
for future reproduction. Once complete, the robot can mimic the recorded
movements independently, without the need for human intervention. For
multi-joint SRL, Al-Sada et al. [88] proposed a method where the joint was
physically moved to a predetermined position and the action was saved to form
action frames. These frames are then combined sequentially to create a desired
action. In effect, this creates an action library that can be used in a range
of application scenarios. Maekawa et al. [67] took yet another approach with
a navigation arm that recorded and saved the arm movement trajectories of
skilled operators. These saved movements can then be shared with beginners,
allowing them to replicate the movements in terms of timing, pattern, and
sequence. This can be particularly useful for sequential skill training tasks.
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However, demonstration control has limitations. Capturing the desired
movements of a human body accurately can be challenging. Achieving the
desired level of precision following the complex path can be difficult. Further-
more, the more diverse the range of movements to be recorded, the greater
the learning curve, potentially leading to increased complexity and reduced
efficiency.

4.1.2 Master-Slave Control

Master-slave control is another specific method in robotics and automation,
which involves creating a relationship between two or more machines where
one dominates (master) and the others follow (slaves). This control scheme
is primarily used in mapping control, bioelectric control, teleoperation, and
other areas that require an input-response mechanism. The master provides
the input, and the slave responds accordingly. The slave can also provide
feedback to the master, allowing it to adjust its input and meet the desired
control requirements. This feedback loop is crucial for achieving precision and
accuracy in control systems. Several researchers have utilized master-slave
control to achieve various outcomes. For instance, Guggenheim et al. [25]
developed a control system by interpreting different signal patterns formed by
fingertip contact forces. Penaloza [78] implemented a non-invasive EEG-based
control system that activates the SRL to achieve the gripping action. Kieliba
et al. [43] utilized a pseudo-mapping control scheme, enabling the flexion and
inward retraction of external fingers through the activation of the right and
left big toes.

However, while master-slave control offers numerous advantages, it also
has limitations. One significant challenge is the inevitable time lag in control
due to the sequential nature of the input and output. This time lag can result
in SRLs appearing less intelligent during operation, impacting the system’s
efficiency and performance.

4.1.3 Collaborative Control

Collaborative control is a dual-principal, cooperative control strategy that
brings significant benefits of collaboration in a setting where humans and
SRL share a common workspace. This strategy simplifies complex tasks by
pre-assigning specific roles and responsibilities. Notably, the SRL doesn’t
require human intervention to make decisions regarding its assigned task,
effectively reducing the physical strain on the human body. In the experiments
conducted by Bonilla and Asada [7], the SRL lessened the human workload by
lifting panels or collaborating with humans to carry out basic tasks such as
panel fixation, thereby completing overhead work tasks. Parietti et al. [72], used
the robot to hold objects, thereby providing bodily support during operations.
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This was achieved by guiding human hands to a drilling tool fixture placed
on the drilling spot, assisting the operator in the drilling task. This not only
reduced the physical strain on the human body but also improved the task’s
stability and precision.

While collaborative control is currently a favored control scheme, it still
requires addressing certain issues. These include task distribution and fostering
efficient collaboration between humans and robotic limbs, especially when
dealing with complex tasks.

4.2 Exoskeleton

The human-in-control loop is a critical component of exoskeleton robots, with
the system’s control strategy playing a pivotal role in shaping the performance
of these robots in assisting human movement. The objective of rehabilitation
exoskeleton robots is to enhance limb motor function and stimulate the nervous
system’s self-repair and reorganization. This is achieved by guiding patients
to actively engage in the personalized rehabilitation training, which in turn,
helps restore their motor cognitive ability.

Rehabilitation training strategies and human-machine collaborative control
methods form the crux of exoskeleton robot research. Rehabilitation training
strategies can be broadly categorized into passive and active types [27, 70, 98],
with training modes primarily including passive training, active training, and
impedance training. These strategies and modes are designed to address the
unique needs and capabilities of each individual, ensuring a more personalized
and effective approach to rehabilitation.

4.2.1 Passive Control Strategy

The passive rehabilitation training strategy, often employed during the initial
stages of rehabilitation, makes use of a position control that is based on limb
motion trajectory to build a connection between the patient and the exoskeleton
robot [97, 112]. In this approach, a predetermined limb motion trajectory acts
as the desired trajectory while the real-time state of the exoskeleton robot
provides the feedback information. The control target is either the error in
position or velocity.

The study of human-robot cooperative control methods primarily concen-
trates on two aspects: the acquisition of limb motion trajectories and the
design of motion cooperative control strategies. There are three main methods
of acquiring limb motion trajectories:

• Pre-defined trajectory method: This approach uses a human clinical
limb motion analysis database as the reference motion trajectory [11,
57, 81] or the limb motion trajectory of a healthy person as a trajectory
playback [10, 12].
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• Mathematical model-based limb motion trajectory generation method:
This method utilizes the inverted pendulum model [92, 93], the
linear inverted pendulum model [24, 39], ZMP models [119], and
so on.

• Gait planning methods: These are based on industrial robotic arm
trajectory planning theories like dynamic-manipulability ellipsoid [45]
and dynamic motion primitive theory [40, 64].

In the motion cooperative control strategy, the limb motion velocity adap-
tive approach and the triggered cooperative strategy are commonly used.
The limb motion velocity adaptive approach seeks to harmonize the body
motion of the exoskeleton robot and the wearer by adjusting the motion
running speed. This approach is suitable for an exoskeleton robot that op-
erates with a continuous motion trajectory [35]. However, it requires the
wearer to be proficient in using the exoskeleton robot to avoid potential
falls due to uncoordinated human-robot movement. Triggered cooperative
strategies, on the other hand, rely on the perception and cognition of the
human-machine system state to trigger individual or discrete motions. This
could be achieved either by keystroke triggering or a finite state machine
(FSM) based on the state perception of the human-machine system [81, 85, 99].
Some finite state machine approaches utilize neural interfaces, such as EEG
signals [32, 45].

4.2.2 Active Control Strategy

In passive rehabilitation training, the exoskeleton robot required to supplement
assistance to guide the individual following a pre-determined training trajectory.
In contrast, active rehabilitation training is a more complex process, driven
by the patients themselves. This method, facilitated by an exoskeleton robot,
is more challenging to accomplish than its passive counterpart. The primary
difficulty lies in accurately capturing the person’s active movement intent and
providing suitable assistance [34].

Similar to the control of the SRL, determining human motion intent plays
a crucial role which chiefly relies on biosignal-based recognition methods [30,
61], human-machine interaction signals [19, 65], and device parameters [29].
As the patient progresses through the rehabilitation process, the rehabilitation
robot transitions from offering passive training to active training. Thereby, the
associated control strategies are adjusted accordingly. For instance, position
control is employed in the early phases of rehabilitation, followed by on-demand
interaction control in the middle stages, and impedance control in the latter
stages. This process ensures efficient, precise, and safe dynamic collaborative
decision-making and behavioural task coordination throughout the entire
rehabilitation cycle.
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5 Future Trends

Wearable robotic systems offer exciting opportunities for innovation and impact.
They can provide assistance for individuals with physical disabilities, enhance
human capabilities in industrial settings. It also presents many challenges.
By summarizing the existing work of two representative wearable robots, four
main research directions and research difficulties are listed in this paper.

5.1 Design of Lightweight and Compliant Wearable Robot

In order to fit different body size, the inherent individual differences among
wearers poses a significant challenge in accurately estimating the dynamics
model of a robot. This, consequently, hinders the complete elimination of the
impact of the wearable device’s weight on the wearer. In fact, it might even
add an extra burden, threatening the stability of the wearer’s center of gravity
and requiring excessive energy to keep balance. Furthermore, the current
capabilities of wearable robots are restricted by the rigid designs, motors,
materials, and manufacturing technologies in use. It becomes a struggle
to strike a balance between high operational adaptability and lightweight
structures. Some wearable robots leverage flexible materials and rope drives
to reconfigure the structural layout and weight distribution, offering a certain
level of relief [3]. However, this is often at the expense of performance, resulting
in reduced output torque, diminished precision, and complex control.

Therefore, one of the future directions for wearable robot research is to
incorporate a rigid-flexible compliant structure and drive design, which can
be achieved by integrating soft materials, flexible structures, and effective
drive technologies. These innovations will not only reduce safety risks but also
enhance wearing comfort, all the while ensuring satisfactory performance.

5.2 Cooperative Compliance Control Strategy for Human-Machine
Interaction

Whether it’s an engineer using an exoskeleton for assistance or a patient under-
going rehabilitation training with an exoskeleton robot, the active involvement
of the wearer is essential for enhancing the assistive and rehabilitative effects.
This necessitates a two-way understanding within the human-robot interac-
tion. In other words, the robot must comprehend the wearer’s current state
of motion and anticipate next steps, while the wearer needs to perceive the
sensory stimulation and movement process facilitated by the exoskeleton to
effectively plan their tasks.

However, the current EMG and EEG technologies have their limitations.
They are primarily utilized as trigger signals for specific movements rather
than for extracting comprehensive movement patterns [32]. Consequently,
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a promising research direction for rehabilitation robots lies in harnessing
multimodal biosignal extraction to discern human movement intent which helps
to form human-machine interaction data, leading to a more adaptable human-
machine cooperative and compliance control strategies. Such advancements
will ultimately enhance the efficiency and effectiveness of human-machine
collaboration in assistive tasks and rehabilitation training.

5.3 Integration of Robot Execution and Realtime Assessment

The efficacy of assistance and rehabilitation training should ideally be quantified
using objective indices. These indices could then be utilized to optimize
subsequent decisions based on the property of tasks. For instance, in the case
of exoskeleton robots used for rehabilitation, current assessment methods only
provide a superficial evaluation based on the degree of task completion by
using the rating scale. These assessments fail to quantify the changes occurring
in the muscle and nervous system during the rehabilitation process, which
results in evaluations that do not accurately reflect the specific rehabilitation
effects for each patient, leading to suboptimal personalized rehabilitation plans.
Moreover, most existing rehabilitation exoskeleton robots only analyze the
results of motor rehabilitation training, rather than directly measuring the
biological data of the human body during training. This issue also affects
SRLs, which, due to the lack of objective evaluation, cannot adjust their task
decisions based on the wearer’s physiological state, such as fatigue. This also
reduces the effectiveness of the assistive device.

One potential solution to these issues is the integration of advanced sensors
and big data analytics into wearable robots. These sensors could collect data
from human muscles, bones, and nervous systems, enabling dynamic evaluation
and analysis during the assistance and rehabilitation training process. As a
consequence, more accurate, intuitive, and quantitative evaluation indicators
can be established, which will provide a data foundation for personalized
assistance and rehabilitation training plans.

5.4 Evolution Towards Embodied Intelligence

Embodied intelligence is a concept that centers around the interaction between
machines and the physical world, creating an intelligent entity that integrates
both hardware and software [26]. This entity is capable of learning and evolving
independently. Contrasting traditional robotic systems, which achieve task
decision-making based on rules and artificial intelligence through the fusion
of multiple sensory data, embodied intelligence emphasizes direct interaction
between robots and the environment through perception and action. Robots
gain knowledge and experience from these interactions and evolve in practice
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to gradually enhance their ability to adapt and resolve complex tasks more
naturally and efficiently.

The emergence of Large Multimodal Models (LMMs) has recently brought
about a new phase in the development of wearable robots [17]. As an extension
of the Large Language Model (LLM), LMMs can integrate additional modalities
beyond vision and language. The application of LMMs in wearable robots
holds significant promise. As these models continue to evolve and improve, they
have the potential to revolutionize various fields. Whether it’s SRL assisting
a worker in performing tasks, or an exoskeleton aiding a stroke or paraplegic
patient in rehabilitation or walking assistance, the incorporation of information
about the wearer’s physiology, user habits, body function deviation, and the
surrounding environment into the decision-making model can enhance the
understanding of the wearer’s intent. The introduction of LMMs into wearable
robots can, on one hand, customize the functionality of these robots to meet
the individual needs of users, resulting in a more personalized and effective
performance in fulfill tasks. On the other hand, it can enhance the predictive
capabilities of the robots by processing and interpreting data from various
sensors embedded within the wearable robots, which facilitates a more natural
and intuitive interaction between the wearer and the robot. However, there are
also challenges to consider. The development and implementation of LMMs
in wearable robots require significant expertise and resources. Additionally,
privacy and security concerns regarding the handling of sensitive user data
arise. Moreover, it is critical to ensure the reliable and safe operation of these
systems under all circumstances.

6 Conclusion

The working-age population is declining, leading to a labor shortage, especially
in the context of an aging population and an increase in people with extremity
motor dysfunction or extra assistance. To address these challenges, wearable
robots have been developed as a form of human-robot collaboration to enhance
motor capabilities and assist with motor functions. The paper provides a
comprehensive review on the current status of wearable robot research, with
a particular focus on the application of SRL and exoskeletons for assistance,
mobility, and rehabilitation purposes. The paper also highlights the challenges
and opportunities of wearable robots, including the need for effective control
methods and strategies to achieve more effective and natural cooperation
between humans and wearable robots.
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